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Each year, the chapter starts with a new president, who will lead us through his 
vision & mission to enhance the advancement of the arts 
and sciences associated with our HVAC&R industry & its 
community. The historical committee takes the lead to 
document the activities for the current year, so that no stones 
are left unturned. Towards that end, I welcome as many 
past presidents and past members of the Board of 
Governors to participate in this committee. You are the 
resources and the lifeblood of our chapter. 

As the chapter commences with a new decade, we are preparing ourselves at the 
upcoming CRC 2010 in Reno, Nevada to see if we could request the Society 
Annual or Winter Meeting be held in Honolulu in 2020, when our chapter will 
complete this decade and simultaneously celebrate the Chapter’s 50th 
Anniversary as well as the Society’s 125th Anniversary. 

It was just like yesterday when I stepped-in to lead this great chapter in Society 
Year 2008-09. And, as we speak, even Albert Hahn has completed his year thus 
passing-on the baton to Michael Chang. With the new leadership for Society 
Year 2010-11, you will see more interaction between our chapter and the public, 
as Michael’s new job at Hawaii Energy has allowed him to develop an 
appreciation of how media relationship can move our chapter’s message out in 
front into the limelight through the advocacy pertaining to the energy issues. 

To recap what the Historical Committee did last year, we issued seven 
publications. Of which, three issues dealt with “Hawaii Chapter – The 
Beginning”, “The Chartered & Prospective Members” and, “The Spouses of 
Dedicated ASHRAE Volunteers”. We then published the 4th issue entitled “The 
1st Heat Pump Water Heating System in Hawaii.” As our chapter celebrated its 
40th Anniversary of its founding, our 5th issue was published to share with those 
who didn’t have the pleasure to participate and have missed a great opportunity 
at the celebration in Waikiki Outrigger Canoe Club. The 6th issue pretty much 
described “The ASHRAE Fellows in our chapter”. The last of the series featured 
“One of the Oldest Mechanical Contracting Firms – Heide & Cook Limited”. 

That being said, Mahalo to our past members: Martites Calad, Boyd Chee, Rory 
Itano, Donna Kishi, Earle Matsuda, and Paul Scott. Their generous 
contributions to the historical activities are profoundly appreciated. 


